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We are no longer just talking about health and basic needs, but
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spent with family and friends, access to services or transport
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why the investments made in
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Romania has made, and continues to make, serious progress
towards increasing the quality of life of its inhabitants, and the
Regional Operational Program has a considerable contribution.
The investments
made in the health infrastructure, in the
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Regională diseases, in combating the effects of
prevention of
widespread
the air, but also in the stimulation of social inclusion, through
projects that take care of disadvantaged communities, have
raised the level of physical, mental and social well-being of
Romanians.
Discover a number of successful projects in the pages of this
magazine and you will understand the need for investing in
them!
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PROJECTS

The roads connecting people
and businesses in the Centru Region

Dan L. Brumar

Road infrastructure plays a vital
role in increasing people’s mobility
and development of local businesses, which requires funding for its
modernization in any country. The
non-reimbursable funds, available
through Regio in Romania, contributed to speed up investments in the
Centru Region.
The counties of Sibiu and Mureș
are connected to the national and
county road network that serves an
area in full economic momentum.
The national road DN 14 connects the city of Sibiu, the towns of
Mediaș and Sighișoara, thus ensuring an efficient connection with the
4
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city of Târgu-Mureș. However, this
is not the only transport route that
connects the four localities. Several
county roads cross these localities,
ensuring increased mobility of people and goods. The secondary road
network in the Northeast of Sibiu
county, county roads DJ 141 Mediaș-

Bârghiș and DJ 106 Sibiu-Sighișoara,
has become a transport alternative
after the investments made by the
local authorities of the two counties.
As project leader, the Sibiu County Council managed to use significant
EU funds through Regio, for the
modernization of the two roads, on

Project: Rehabilitation and modernisation of County Road DJ 141
Mediaș-Moșna-Pelișor-Bârghiș
Total budget: 84.6 million RON
ERDF: 82.1 million RON
Project: Rehabilitation of County Road DJ 106 Agnita-Sighișoara
Total Budget: 118.6 million RON
ERDF: 115.6 million RON

PROJECTS
the Mediaș-Moșna-Pelișor-Bârghiș
(DJ 141) and Agnita-Sighișoara (DJ
106) routes.
“The development of transport
infrastructure in the Centru Region,
respectively in the counties of Sibiu
and Mureș, is particularly important
because it contributes to the improvement of the infrastructure at the
national level, by increasing the demand for transport services that will
accelerate the economic progress of
the country”, Daniela Câmpean, the
president of the Sibiu County Council, reveals.

County road DJ 141,
rehabilitated in the
spring of 2022
The rehabilitation works of the
county road DJ 141 Mediaș-Bârghiș
were completed in April 2022. The
works were complex, because the
construction team had to erect four
new bridges, to perform road consolidation works with foundation
micropilots and supporting walls.
The benefits of this investment are
undeniable. The rehabilitated county road, which measures almost 25

km in length, connects the Centru
Development Region to the national road network via the national
road DN 14, the A1 and the A3 Highways. Moreover, the county road DJ
141 provides faster access to Sibiu
International Airport, since it cross-

es both national road DN 14 (in the
town of Mediaș) and the county road
DJ 106 (in the commune of Bârghiș).
But increasing the mobility of
people and goods is not the only important benefit of the modernization
of this county road. “By rehabilitating and modernizing DJ 141, the
effects of population decline and
aging are fought against to a large
extent, as the modernized infrastructure can support greater mobility
of people, as well as the economic, social and touristic development
of area”, the representatives of the
County Council of Sibiu say.
This project was implemented in
partnership by the town and village
halls in Moșna, Biertan, Mediaș and
Bârghiș.

County road DJ 106
Agnita-Sighișoara,
almost ready
Another important section for
smooth traffic between Sibiu and
Mureș counties is the 37 km section
between Agnita and Sighișoara of
the county road DJ 106. The moder
September 2022
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nization works started in June 2020
and, according to the execution
schedule, 36.87 km were included in the project financed through
Regio, and 0.43 km had to be modernised through the local budget of
the Mureș County. The road rehabilitation project is almost ready, with
earthworks, foundations for new
bridges, metal parapet installations
and consolidation works being carried out so far, among other things.
“90% of the works have been
achieved in Sibiu county and 75% in
Mureș county. The two cities [Agnita
and Sighișoara – editorial note] have
an already proven economic development potential, considering they
are former cities with nationally renowned industry. But in recent years,
this potential has not been sufficiently capitalized. After the completion of
the modernization works, important
steps will be taken to develop employment opportunities in the area”,
the president of the Sibiu County
Council added.
As regards connectivity with other
transport networks, the modernization of DJ 106 Agnita-Sighisoara
will ensure the accessibility to the
localities and the connection with
both national roads and urban and
communal streets. In addition, the

6
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county road ensures the connection
of the two cities and the other localities, located on the route of the road
to the TEN-T network.
This project was implemented in
partnership with several other local
autohorities – Sibiu County Council,
the hall of Brădeni commune, the
town hall of Sighișoara, Mureș County Council, the town hall of Agnita,

the hall of Iacobeni commune and
the hall of Apold commune.
The partners emphasized the
importance of effective cooperation in implementing this project,
which was possible by observing
the six principles assumed at the
beginning of the implementation:
local autonomy, respect for legality,
cooperation, solidarity, equal treatment and responsibility.

PROJECTS
The worst scenario for a public service is to be dissolved and the local authorities in Miercurea Ciuc did not consider this option at
all. Some years ago, the local officials anticipated this scenario for the public transport and they started an extensive project to
modernize it.

No pollution mobility at Miercurea Ciuc

Photo central bus station mock-up: cubicon.ro (taken from POR Facebook page)

Dan L. Brumar

After years when the public
transport service was considered
inefficient and poor, the authorities in Miercurea Ciuc identified the
best solution to save it. The increase
in greenhouse gas emissions in the
city, as a consequence of the excessive use of private cars, and the lack
of attractiveness of the local public
transport service led to the development of a complex strategy, which
requires investments in the modernization of the transport service.
Based on the studies undertaken for the elaboration of the Urban

Mobility Plan 2016-2025, the local
authority identified the need to carry out works of high importance, and
a large part of the necessary funding
was provided by Regio. Therefore,
the City concluded that 151.7 million RON are necessary to procure
23 ecological buses, to implement a
traffic management system, to fully
rehabilitate the central bus station
in the city, to modernise the passage
over the railway crossing the city, to
rehabilitate certain streets and arrange bicycle lanes along them. 98%
of the eligible funding is provided
through the Regional Operational
Program 2014-2020.

“We believe that all investments
are appropriate for the citizens of the
city, as the infrastructure requires rehabilitation. The cost exceeds the
financial capacity of the municipality; therefore, it was absolutely
necessary to access external sources to achieve our goals”, Dosa Eszter
Zsuzsanna, executive director of the
Non-reimbursable Projects Department in the Miercurea Ciuc City Hall,
revealed for Regio.

Six major investments
Within the project “Reducing
carbon emissions in Miercurea CiSeptember 2022
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uc” investments were approved
for six major works, aimed at the
development of public transport infrastructure and the decrease of
harmful emissions. An important
activity of the project is the rehabilitation of the passage crossing the
railway in the city, which required
immediate consolidation. The works
has started in June, and the works
contractor has 12 months to complete the work, so that rail and road
traffic in the area can run smoothly.
The second important activity is
the rehabilitation of the central bus
station in Miercurea Ciuc, which will
undergo major interventions to meet
the current mobility needs of the residents. According to the local officials,
the central bus station will be rehabilitated in the same place but it will
be modernized in order to increase
operating efficiency. Therefore, separate flows will be created for local
and transit transport, buses will have
new routes and boarding areas, and
vehicles will be allowed based on automated barriers. At the end of the
12 months of works, vehicles will be
allowed to park at the terminal only
during the boarding and disembarking of passengers. “As an integral part
of the bus infrastructure, on Salcâm
street, in the yard of the commercial
company Goscom, a depot will be set

8
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Project: Reducing carbon emissions in Miercurea Ciuc through
investments based on Urban Mobility Plan
Project budget: 151.7 million RON
ERDF: 112 million RON
up with the necessary spaces for compressed gas buses, repair shops and a
fuel station, all serving the local public transport”, Dosa Eszter Zsuzsanna
says.
The central bus station will benefit from hardware and software
components for traffic planning and
monitoring, e-ticketing and passenger information.
In addition, the funds will be
used to modernize Harghita Street
and to arrange the roundabout at
the Rét-Harghita crossroads, where
the focus will be on expanding the
pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. At the moment, the works are
being approved or under public procurement process.

Modern and eco-friendly
buses
The fleet of the transport company from Miercurea Ciuc is poor as
regards high-performance vehicles.
Recently, the City Hall had to put out
of use four buses from their routes

because of their wear. However,
they will soon be replaced by 23
new buses powered by compressed
natural gas (CNG). ”The procurement contract for the buses has been
concluded and the delivery will be
carried out in stages, according to
the contract”, adds the representative of the City Hall. At the same
time, public transport will benefit
from a traffic management system,
meant to increase the quality of the
services provided.
Within this major activity, the
buses will be equipped with infor
mation panels, passenger counting
system, hybrid ticket validators
(card + paper ticket), CCTV cameras,
free WiFi routers and ticket control
devices. Ten automatic card loading/
ticket issuing machines, four prepaid
card purchase points and two card
loading devices/subscription personalization equipment will be set
up in the city. At present, the city
officials are updating the feasibility
study, as a result of the price indexation from 2019 to 2022.

PROJECTS

BistriȚa, zero carbon emissions by 2050:
“It’s an important objective”
Increasing energy efficiency
in residential buildings
and using energy from
renewable sources, with
a direct impact on the
reducing carbon emissions,
are strategic objectives
of Romanian cities. Many
municipalities have taken
important steps towards
the goal of reducing
impact of greenhouse
gases through thermal
rehabilitation works. One
of the municipalities with
ambitious plans through
2050 is Bistrița.
Dan L. Brumar

The 75,000 inhabitants of the
city of Bistrița are already benefiting
from the results of the local thermal
insulation program of the residential buildings. Reducing heat loss by
thermal insulation led to undeniably lower amounts paid for heating
in the cold season. This determined
the City of Bistrița to intensify efforts to implement projects aimed
at increasing the energy efficiency
of residential and public buildings.
Therefore, the City Hall started its
biggest thermal rehabilitation program ever, with the aim of creating
superior living conditions and significantly reducing energy waste. About
42% of the investment required was
provided by Regio.
We talk about the results of this
program, completed in August 2021,
with Liliana Coceșiu and Radu Rus,
the two project managers from the
City of Bistrița.
The City of Bistrița is very active
in the field of energy efficiency, developing the biggest program of
thermal rehabilitation of residential

buildings. “We managed to rehabilitate 6,274 apartments, representing
about 30% of the stock of residential buildings that require this type
of intervention. During the Multiannual financial framework 2014-2020,
74 residential buildings were rehabilitated, totalling 3,236 apartments.
The works were completed in August
2021”, Liliana Coceșiu, project manager within the city of Bistrița, says.
All these projects are part of the
City’s Local Development Strategy for 2010-2030. Radu Rus, project
manager, explained the benefits resulting from their implementation:
“Thermal rehabilitation of residential buildings of apartments in
Bistrița is an important objective of
both the Sustainable Local Development Strategy and the Action Plan
for Sustainable Energy and Climate.
Moreover, the City signed the Convention of Mayors for sustainable
energy and implements European
projects and policies with a major
impact on the city. This includes increasing the quality of life of citizens
and protecting the environment, by
reducing primary energy consump-

tion and emissions of greenhouse
gases. The local council has recently
adopted the Long-term Renovation
Plan for the public buildings and we
are working on the Integrated Action Plan, for a city with zero carbon
emissions, until 2050”.
The main works carried out include the improvement of the
thermal insulation and building
waterproofing (external walls, windows, upper floor, floor over the
basement) and the frameworks
(roofs); replacement of fluorescent
and incandescent lighting fixtures,
on the staircases of the buildings,
with lighting fixtures with high energy efficiency and long life; setting up
alternative photovoltaic panels for
lighting in common spaces.
All this has led to lower energyrelated costs. “The annual primary
energy consumption decreased by
46.90% as compared to the initial values (30,128,097.70 Kwh/m2/
year). The tenants’ bills for gas heating have been reduced by almost
50%. The energy consumption for
heating a dwelling decreased by 55%
and the electricity consumption for
September 2022
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of the works, it must be promoted
and multiplied. A solid project will
certainly attract many beneficiaries
who will, in turn, want to be part of
the buildings included in projects for
works aimed at increasing energy efficiency”, Liliana Coceșiu explains.

Best practice examples
in Bistrița

the lighting of the common spaces
decreased by 100%, as the energy is
produced from renewable sources”,
Liliana Coceșiu says.
The two project managers also
have a series of tips for local authorities in other cities, in order to
generate large-scale projects as
those carried out in Bistrița.
“First of all, they need to build a
good relation with the owners’ associations and, implicitly, with the
tenants of the targeted apartments.
Correct and constant information is
needed for this purpose, the authorities having the chance to present
their intentions and investment
strategy in this area. Thus, most
owners, even if they are legal entities that fully bear the expenses, will
be attracted by the idea and will get
involved.
Another element, which made
these investments attractive, was the
method through which the owners
contributed to the project. In Bistrița,
the value of the private contribution is
recovered by the municipality through
a special local tax, payable in several years, so that the annual amount
10
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that an owner shall pay is around 500
RON”, Radu Rus says.
Another important component
of the preparation and implementation of the project was to identify
and select the contractors. We refer
to the designer – who must deliver
a technically and financially realistic
project –, to the builder – who must
be experienced and support the
project technically and financially, to
the site manager – who will have the
overall image of the site for the investor. This team must be prepared
to work with the people nearby.
“Last but not least, the authorities thinking of generating projects in
this field must have human resources prepared and motivated to get
involved in such projects, even if we
talk about the technical, financial,
public procurement or coordination
of all the aforementioned. A project
does not end with the completion

The residential buildings of
apartments proposed for thermal re
habilitation were divided into lots, to
make the work more efficient. For e
xample, lot 10 included seven buildings
located in the area of Lacramioarelor
Street and Decebal Boulevard.
Built in the early 1970s, with the
aim of covering the housing needs
for employees in the industrial area, the buildings had a very high
consumption of energy for heating.
“The works carried out had a triple impact: increasing the degree of
thermal comfort, decreasing the cost
of utility bills as a result of less energy used for heating and reducing
carbon emissions”, Radu Rus says.
Lot 7 included four residential
buildings of apartments located in
the area of Independenței Boulevard, where the tenants expressed
their wish to join the buildings rehabilitation program. “The works had
an impact on increasing the thermal
comfort and decreasing the financial
effort for the tenants, on ecological
level, and also a positive visual impact, for people transiting the area,
either residents of the city, or tourists.
The first energy efficiency projects
implemented by the City of Bistrița
through Regio have turned into examples of good practice, and at this
moment, the numbering of funding
requests has gone from Bistrița 1 to
Bistrița 20+”, Liliana Coceșiu says.

Project: Improving energy efficiency of the residential buildings of
apartments – Bistriţa
Total budget: 67.3 million RON
ERDF: 28.7 million RON

PROJECTS

URBAN MAKEOVER: A fresh face for Reșița

If until now you were considering
Reșița as a stopover on your travels,
we believe it is time to linger a bit. The
municipality on the Bârzava River exhibits
a wonderful openness to initiatives
intended to improve the standard of living
for its residents. Two reasons why it is
worthwhile to stop here are increasing
pedestrian-only areas and promoting nonmotorized mobility.

Dan L. Brumar

Romanian cities, regardless of
their size, face the same challenges:
our urban areas are overwhelmingly falling victims to the invasion of
automobiles. They cause great congestion in vital areas, increasing the
level of pollution and discomfort of
their inhabitants. One of these cities,
Reșița, has the appearance of being
overrun by automobiles. However,
the local authorities recognized the
need to construct promenade areas that promote non-polluting travel
and to redirect auto traffic from the
centre to the periphery. At the same
time, smart measures to connect
public transport routes can create
the premises for embracing a new
way of life in the city.
Thus, in 2018, the local authority
requested funding through Regio

for the transformation of the city
centre into an exclusively pedestrian zone and for the implementation
of projects aimed at encouraging
two-wheeled traveling. At the time
of submitting the funding application, the City Hall was working on the
construction of a promenade with
a bike path, on one of the banks of
the Bârzava river. With a length of
1.7 km, the promenade encouraged
the city’s inhabitants to use bicycles
in their daily commutes. For the expansion of the bicycle routes, the
City Hall applied for EU funds in order to modernise six streets in the
central area, adjacent to the promenade: Parâng, Bielefeld, Nicolae
Bălcescu, Nicolae Titulescu, George
Enescu and Gratz.
“The rehabilitation of the streets
consisted in redesigning the street
width, in accordance with the speed

regime on these streets, elevating pedestrian crossings at the level of the
sidewalks, arranging wide sidewalks,
adding markings for the blind and
bicycle tracks, setting up urban furniture and planting over 200 trees. In
addition to these, Bielefeld Street was
completely transformed into a pedestrian area, connecting the future tram
station, the secondary school and The
Traian Lalescu College”, Grațian Dobre, executive director within the
Reșita City Hall, says.

The new face
of the old city centre
The renovation and modernization works were finished in August
2021. Since then, the area of the historic city centre of Reșita become alive,
being the main attraction of the city’s
inhabitants, a magnet for spending
September 2022
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The complex project of revitalization of the central area of Reșita
municipality
Total budget: 52.5 million RON
ERDF: 49.3 million RON
free time. The pedestrian pavement
was restored, and traffic by bicycle,
rollerblades and other non-polluting
vehicles was encouraged by creating
the necessary infrastructure. The city
centre is now accessible for disabled
people, who can benefit from pavements and tactile markings for safe
movement.
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The public lighting and the outdated urban furniture were replaced,
to increase the comfort for outdoor
activities.
“The places have been restored
to the community and residents can
now once more enjoy the public spaces. On Nicolae Titulescu street, in
the area of a former deteriorated

agro-food market, a public squared
was set up and a place was arranged
for weekend flying market, where
farmers sell local products from the
Banat mountain area. In addition to
the investments made through the
project, the Reșita City Hall also rehabilitated the areas adjacent to the
six streets, from the local budget,
according to the same principles of
mobility and pedestrian accessibility”, Grațian Dobre says.
Almost a year after its implementation, the project shows its impact.
The city officials managed to encourage non-motorized travel, access to
public transport stations was improved, and the amount of CO2 emitted
by motor vehicles was reduced by
about 3%.
The renovation of the central
area impacted significantly the development of local businesses in
the area. The development of a skate park next to the central area, the
rehabilitation of the kinetic water
fountain in the middle of the square,
both financed from the local budget,
completed the attractiveness of the
area. The investments will not stop
there, because they were appreciated by the city’s residents.

PROJECTS
More than 120 employees, a turnover of over 8.5 million Eur, 30 years of activity. Due to the investments undertaken with the
assistance of European funds, The Greenforest Company, one of the most significant providers of office furniture in Romania, has
experienced rapid growth in recent years. And the investments continue.

“European funds
were of major importance
in the development of our company”
According to Cristian Florea, director of Greenforest, “European funds
were of great importance in the development of the company, assuring
a good part of the investments in infrastructure and equipment.” The
Regio-financed project, “Expanding
the production activity of Greenforest Ltd. by building production halls
and equipment procurement,” allowed the business maintain its
leadership position and continuous
presence on the European market.
The project involved building
two production halls with a combined area of roughly 1500 square
meters. Additionally, a cutting-edge,
automated manufacturing line was
procured. All of this, along with a
real-time production tracking software, guarantees the most effective
possible conditions for producing
customized furniture.
“The project was implemented
over a three-year period. By doing
this, we were able to boost the manufacturing capacity by almost 30%,
which also resulted in a turnover increase up to 8,600,000 Eur in 2021”,
Cristian Florea explains.
The success of the company on the market speaks about the
quality of the products made by
Greenforest. The company provides
professional solutions for office fitouts, and its main advantages are the
flexibility of the solutions offered, the
technical ability to carry out complex
projects, based on its own technical
know-how, design, ergonomics, the
quality of related services, as well as
on direct feedback from customers.
Architectural and interior design idea

solutions, as well as furniture installation and placement services, are
examples of connected services that
are provided in the client’s space.
“You must always make investments to develop and improve your
activity if it also involves producing. Our goal is to keep investing
while putting the most emphasis on
automation and green energy sources. European funds continue to be a
viable option” is the view of the management of the business.
The Regional Operational Program is now funding a new project
that Greenforest is implementing.
A 1,800 square meter assembly and

storage hall with a total cost of more
than 7.1 million lei was built through
this project. At the assembly section,
equipment required to boost efficiency will also be procured.

Project: „ Expanding the production activity of Greenforest Ltd. by
building production halls and equipment procurement”
Total budget: 11,5 million RON
ERDF: 4,51 million RON

September 2022
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ContinuOUS investments,
Nett Front’s bet to stay IN the top
The development of a company depends
on the investments it makes at the right
time. When you operate in a market
where the competition is fierce, there is
no room for hesitation. This is one of the
guiding principles of Bartha András, the
administrator of a company that makes
furniture in Mureș County.
Dan L. Brumar

Net Front S.R.L. is a very wellknown name in the county. The
company was founded in July 2006,
and today it is an important player
in the field of furniture fronts production, made to the highest quality
standards. Since 2009, the Romanian
company has consistently positioned
itself on the first two places in the Top
of Companies in Mureș county based
on turnover, number of employees
and profit obtained. The continuous
effort to be one step ahead of the
competition led to its success.
Bartha András, the company’s
manager, knows that continuous in
vestments in new technologies are a
prerequisite for a market leader in this
field. Most development projects are
financed from private resources, but
Nett Front also relies on the non-re
imbursable funds available through
Regio. In fact, a project of 4.5 million
RON, financed by the Regional Ope
rational Program 2014-2020, was
implemented in order to develop a
component of the company’s activity.
“We procured a fully automated thermoforming panel wrapping
line, which includes several machines,
linked by software and automation
to each other. This machine helps
us produce furniture subassemblies,
like furniture doors. Through thermoforming, various decorations are
applied to the MDF panels, processed
on CNCs (numerically controlled machining centres), in atypical and
typical sizes, ordered by furniture fac14
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tories and distributors on a national
level”, Bartha András explains.

How the company’s
turnover increased
The investment made through
Regio proved efficient, immediately
after its implementation. The production capacity of MDF furniture
doors has increased as estimated,
having a direct impact on orders and,
implicitly, on turnover. The project
also contributed to increased energy efficiency, due to the optimization
of the operation of the facilities and
the use of the heating system with renewable energy sources. At the same
time, the company implemented the
selective waste collection system and
took measures to reduce the amount
of waste generated.
In 2017, when the financing project was submitted, the company
ended the year with a turnover of
31.1 million RON and 114 employees.

One year later, after the implementation of the project financed by Regio,
the turnover had increased to 38.1
million RON, and the number of employees had reached 127. “After these
investments, the company developed
constantly. Private resources were
used for investments necessary to
procure equipment in order to adapt,
digitize and robotize repetitive processes, both in the back office and in
production department. At the end of
2021, the company reached a turnover of 66.6 million RON and a net
profit of 21.2 million RON”, the manager tells us.
Sales recorded by Nett Front Ltd.
are influenced by the evolution of
the real estate market in Romania.
The company’s greatest strength is
that it has consistently been able to
meet consumer needs. As a result,
the business changed its production
to meet demand, and it now makes
MDF furniture doors, by request, in
unusual sizes.

Project: Expanding the furniture production capacity at Nett Front Ltd.
Total budget: 9.3 million RON
ERDF: 3.8 million RON
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Started in 1997 as a family project consisting of medical consultation offices, Angi San clinic developed its services portfolio becoming the only private surgical clinic in Buzău, after implementing an EU-funded project.

Angi San, the only private clinic in BuzĂu
to provide surgical services

Alice-Claudia GHERMAN

“Building premises for healthcare
services, consultations, investigations,
diagnosis, medical treatment - Angi
San Ltd. Buzău” project came up
as a natural desire to develop and
upgrade the company and its staff.
“The Angi San Clinic has been on
the market for a long time, having
been established in 1997. It is a family project founded by our parents.
It started and developed progressively as a specialized outpatient clinic
in the specialties of ENT and Paediatrics. Later, in 2016, we opened the
Gastroenterology Clinic, in a space
perfectly adapted to this specialty,
and our medical activity took a spectacular leap. The clinic has been a

family business since the beginning
and has remained in the family.
Although it has gone through various
stages of development, we hope it will

remain a family business in the future”, said Dr. Ursachescu Cosmin-Iulian,
primary ENT physician, shareholder
and administrator of Angi San Ltd.
September 2022
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The establishment of the surgery
clinic was a very expensive project,
which could only be carried out with the support of European funds.
For co-financing, the management
of the company resorted to private
sources and bank loans.
To draw a conclusion about the
importance of the Angi San Clinic for the residents of Buzău and
among the medical services market
of Buzău, Regio magazine asked Dr.
Urachescu’s opinion: “The Angi San
Clinic is important on the market of
medical services in Buzău County,
being the only private clinic that
offers diagnostic services and surgical treatment on a day admission
basis. The clinis also provide medical
services in specialties of ENT, General
Surgery, Plastic Surgery, Urology and
Orthopaedics. With the appropriate
space, the state-of-the-art equipment and the medical team, we are
the only private clinic that offers surgical services in Buzău county, this
being our specialty on the medical
services market”.
Through the project, the surgery
clinic was built from the ground and
it was adequately equipped. The intricate and complex building due to
its purpose and activity developed
within covers about 1,100 square meters. The building was also
equipped with complex ventilation
installations, medical fluid installations (oxygen and compressed air)
according to the legislation in force, sterile water installations, a large
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Project: Construction of a building for healthcare services, consultations, investigations, diagnosis, medical treatment - Angi San Ltd.
Buzău
Total budget: 6.54 million RON
ERDF: 3.83 million RON
and spacious lift for patients, a lift
for food, fire extinguishing installations, internal telephone network
and internet, high-capacity electricity generating set necessary in
case of interruptions in the national
electricity network, and own water
tank. All these increased the cost
of the investment. At the same time, multiple medical diagnostic and
treatment equipment was procured:
general anaesthesia machine, endoscopic surgery line, surgical cautery,
multiple-function ultrasound machine for various medical specialties,
surgical instruments for endoscopic
and classical surgery, medical furniture, other equipment.
“As a doctor, I see this clinic as a
fantastic place to practice my job, a
place perfectly combining organization, performance, concentration in
carrying out the activity, the possibilities offered by the infrastructure,

the civilized and friendly behaviour
of our staff. We want all these impressions to be shared also by our
patients”, the shareholder declares.
The Angi San Clinic addresses
the population of Buzău county, but
also the neighbouring counties, offering consultation services in almost
all medical specialties, complete
services of Gastroenterology and Digestive Endoscopy with anaesthesia,
surgical services in day hospitalization and continuous hospitalization
in the specialties: ENT, General Surgery, Orthopaedics, Plastic Surgery,
Urology.
“The Angi San project has created 18 full-time jobs so far and we
contracted many collaborators to
work in our team. Together we offer
consultations and treatment as a
Specialty Outpatient Clinic, in almost
all medical specialties,” concluded
Dr. Ursachescu.

PROJECTS
The local authorities searched for workable solutions because of the patients’ limited access to high-quality medical care in the
town of Feteşti and the surrounding communities and they identified a possibility of expanding “Anghel Saligny” Municipal Hospital
Outpatient Clinic through Regio financing.

The most modern Ambulatory
in Bărăgan is in Feteşti

Alice-Claudia GHERMAN

The completion of the project
“Expanding and equipping the Ambulatory within the Anghel Saligny
Municipal Hospital in Feteşti” in December 2021 was a reason for joy,
both for the residents and the medical staff. “We are happy that we
don’t have to travel to Slobozia for a
CT scan”, “A great achievement for
the community!”, “We really needed
this in our town”, were the messages
that patients sent to the institution.
The messages reflect the importance of this project for the community.

“The extension of the new wing
of the integrated ambulatory, with
a developed area of over 1,500 sqm
and ensuring its necessary furniture and equipment allowed not only
the partial relocation of the ambulatory activities inside the hospital,
by providing modern and safe spaces, but also the establishment of
new medical offices, with medical
specializations that the community
needs. These were not covered until
the completion of the project, because the space and the necessary
equipment were missing”, Ioan Constantin, project manager at the Town

Hall Feteşti, told us.
The radiology laboratory with its
new X-ray machine and an ultra-performing 128-slice CT was expanded
within the newly built ambulatory
and represents the novelty for the
entire health system in Fetești. The
lab provides quality imaging services, at the highest level, for the
local community, and people do no
longer have to travel to other cities
for similar medical services. In addition, medical furniture, instruments
and medical equipment necessary to
perform the medical act were procured for the Ambulatory, including
September 2022
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Project: „Expanding and equipping the Ambulatory within the
Anghel Saligny Municipal Hospital in Feteşti”
Total budget: 10.55 million RON
ERDF: 7.30 million RON
also innovative medical equipment
such as that in the medical, physical and balneology recovery cabinet
(electrotherapy machine, short wave
therapy devices, lymphatic stimulation machine, lymphatic therapy unit,
laser therapy, magnetotherapy, etc.).
With over 30,000 inhabitants,
Feteşti is the second largest town
of Ialomiţa County, after Sobozia.
Before the implementation of the
project, the space dedicated to the
Ambulatory was only 408 sqm, on
the ground floor of the H wing of
the “Anghel Saligny” Hospital. This
area facilitated only four medical
specialties and the medical radiology laboratory. To add more space
in order to arrange other necessary
medical offices, the hospital took
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from the space meant for day hospitalization. Nevertheless, the space
provided limited and inappropriate
conditions to support standardized
medical activities. “Considerable
deficiencies were recorded regarding the provision ensuring patients’
circuits regarding the transit of
patients in the ambulatory was inappropriate. Quality waiting rooms
were missing. Controlling the patients’ access from the Ambulatory to
the rest of the hospital premises and
properly directing patients to medical specialties were not possible.
Although some medical specialties
were provided in the organizational
structure of the Ambulatory, they could not really be organized, because
of the little spaces. Therefore, the

patients could not benefit from the
entire range of required medical services”, Ioan Constantin added.
Implementing the project was
not easy, especially since it coincided with the pandemic conditions.
The implementation place was inside the “Anghel Saligny” Fetești
Municipal Hospital, and the hospital
was included on the list of support
hospitals for patients tested positive or suspected of being infected
with the SARS-CoV-2 virus. This led
to the necessity of adopting additional protection measures for all
the staff involved, both people involved in project management and
for the staff of the economic operators. The overlap with the pandemic
period created difficulties in the chain supply for construction materials
and medical equipment.
However, all difficulties were
overcome, and at the end of 2021,
the new Ambulatory was opened for
the patients. “The project is one of
the most important projects carried
out in Fetești. Achieving it without
EU funding would have been difficult
at best, if not improbable. The municipality of Fetești would have had
considerable difficulties in allocating
funding for the implementation of
the project, especially considering
the relatively short period of implementation”, Ioan Constantin, the
project manager, pointed out.

PROJECTS
Small and medium-sized towns in Romania have a lot to recover in terms of public services, as compared to hundreds of thousands
of inhabitants’ cities. However, in recent years, the gaps between small towns and big cities have significantly reduced thanks to the
strategic investments. Here’s how, starting August 2022, Beclean has become an entertainment destination for any budget!

Legacy Leisure Centre:
Fun and Health at Beclean

Dan L. Brumar

You might have heard of Beclean,
the charming little town on Someș
River in Bistrița-Năsăud county, but
you did not know that in ancient
times it was known as Bethlem (or
Betleem). Without any connection
with the famous fortress in the West
Bank today, the town took the name
from its founders, the well-known
noble family Bethlen. The town,
which has about 10,000 inhabitants,
still earns income from its centuriesold history, but also from weekend
tourism. Băile Figa, a spa park that
covers 15 hectares, was inaugurated in the summer of 2010, just
3 kilometers away from the town.
Until now, the mini-resort was con-

Project: Legacy leisure centre, exterior arrangements, surrounding,
connecting to utilities, access facilitation, connecting road to DJ172
Total budget: 22.7 million RON
ERDF: 19.1 million RON
sidered the only place to spend free
time for locals and residents of the
surrounding area. However, starting
the summer of 2022, the town will
benefit from the services of a recreation centre, built from scratch by
the Town Hall, with Regio funds.
“The Legacy Recreation Centre
is almost ready, the finishing of the
interior and exterior being the last
works until reception. It will be completed in August-September 2022”,
Nicolae Moldovan, the mayor of Beclean says.

Support for
disadvantaged
communities
The project financed with nonreimbursable European funds aimed
at the promotion of social inclusion,
by ensuring access to leisure activities, especially for people belonging
to vulnerable groups. However, the
Legacy Leisure Centre is open to all
residents of Beclean and the surrounding localities, offering an
alternative to existing leisure and
September 2022
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entertainment services. “The Legacy Recreation Centre brings multiple
benefits for health, through all the
activities available to beneficiaries,
and also for spending free time, offering beneficiaries the opportunity
to practice swimming and other activities throughout a calendar year
(12 months/year without interruption)”, the mayor says.
Beside swimming, the centre
provides the residents of Beclean
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with multiple relaxation and recreation areas, yoga and physical
recovery rooms, bowling alley and
fitness room, gymnasium with terrace, library for children and adults,
playgrounds, exhibition spaces and a
saltwater pool.
The investment exceeded 22 million RON, and most of the amount
was provided by Regio. The works
also concerned extensive consolidation of the embankments, access to
the centre, road construction, green-

ery arrangements, and development
of outdoor activities facilities. The
plumbing, electrical and fire warning installations were carried out,
including related equipment.
“Considering the opportunities
offered by the Legacy Recreation Centre, the project is very well received
by the citizens, having impact on the
community in Beclean. The citizens
were impressed by the architecture of
the building, the aesthetic beauty and
the facilities of the Centre”, Nicolae
Moldovan declares for Regio.
The investment in the centre
will lead to the improvement of the
quality of life for the residents of Beclean and neighbouring localities, as
it allows leisure activities, especially among people from vulnerable
groups.
Some of the biggest fans of this
centre will most likely be the children. There are three high schools,
with different profiles, two secondary schools and a school centre
dedicated to Inclusive Education in
Beclean. For these kids, the start of
the school year may coincide with
the opening of Beclean’s much-anticipated Legacy Centre, the town’s
new centre for everyday amusement.

PROJECTS

Investments in children’s education
Choosing the kindergarten
or the school where children
are going to study is often a
serious problem for parents.
With the help of European
funds, a number of educational
units benefited from important
investments, so that preschoolers and students have the
best conditions. The most recent
examples: in Chitila, a new school
has just been built, and the
Peştişorul de Aur Kindergarten
no. 241, in Bucharest, sector 3,
was expanded with a new wing.

Alice-Claudia GHERMAN

In Chitila, Ilfov county, the “Primary and Secondary School Con
struction in the Town of Chitila”
project has addressed a critical local
community need. “The need for this
project was felt with the changes of
recent years that have occurred in the
city of Chitila. In recent years, many
Bucharest residents have chosen to
leave the Capital and settle in Chitila. Thus, many residents, who, until a
few years ago, enrolled their children
to educational institutions in Bucharest, choose to enrol them in schools
in Chitila. Also, many young people
decide to stay here and build their
houses, participating in a free land

program of the Town Hall. The urgent
need to raise the number of places in
school is the result of all these dynamic developments that have imposed a
pace of constant development to the
town”, Ionica Constantin, the project
manager, declares.

The new school is located in the
northern area of Chitila, next to a
park, in a green residential area. Currently, the project is 85% completed,
aiming to be finalised at the end of
August 2022. The building of the primary and secondary school covers

Project: “Primary and Secondary School Construction in the Town
of Chitila”
Total budget: 33.29 million RON
ERDF: 18.56 million RON
Project: “Expanding Pestisorul de aur (no. 241) Kindergarten with a
new wing”
Total budget: 16.84 million RON
ERDF: 12.18 million RON

September 2022
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Extended kindergarten

6,995 sqm and it has a basement,
semi-basement, ground floor and
first floor. The school will provide
24 classrooms, for more than 700
students, 4 laboratories, a library, a
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medical office and a speech therapy
office, a gym, staff offices and a dining room, toilets for boys/girls and
disabled persons, in short, a modern
school.

While a new school was built in
Chitila, in Bucharest, sector 3, the
“Peștișorul de aur” Kindergarten no.
241 has expanded. A new wing has
been added to the existing building,
with the help of EU funds. The new
wing was necessary, as the local authorities hope to increase the degree
of participation in early education as

PROJECTS

part of compulsory education, especially for children at high risk of
dropping out of school.
“The new wing at Kindergarten
nr. 241 is a useful investment for the
area in which it is located, but also
for the district, in general. There are
more than 400 places for pre-schoolers, a modern, safe, friendly building,
a construction that brings real advantages to our community. And
having the possibility to use EU funds
for such projects help us manage to
develop simultaneously several similar works and come to the support
hundreds of new parents”, the mayor Robert Negoiță declared.
The new wing – wing B – will consist of a ground floor and 2 upper
floors. A space for pre-school education (nursery), according to the
rules and regulations in force, will
function on the ground floor and on
the 1st and 2nd floor, preschool education groups (kindergarten) will
be distributed. The technical and
household annexes necessary for
any kindergarten are also arranged
in the new wing. The building will also be equipped with an external fire
escape staircase, serving the 1st and
2nd floors.
September 2022
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The “House with lighted windows” in Iași’s center is the place where famous names of modern Romanian history of the 19th century met.
Today, the building hosts the Vasile Pogor Museum, which is a section of the Museum of Romanian Literature in Iași. Marieta
Afilipoaie, executive director of the Directorate for Projects and Sustainable Development within Iaşi County Council, told us more
about this cultural symbol in the capital of Moldavia, an objective rehabilitated with Regio funds.

Casa Junimii in IaȘi, in a new era

Alice-Claudia GHERMAN

Regio: The history of the Vasile Pogor
Museum is indisputably linked to the
“Junimea” Literary Society and, through this, to the entire cultural life of
Iași, past and present. What would Iași
be without the Vasile Pogor Museum?

Marieta Afilipoaie: If we think
of a city as a living thing, its historic buildings are its backbone.
Museums are essential to permanently strengthen this skeleton and
they stand as witnesses for history in
front of the present. The “Junimea”
literary society represents a lot not
only for Iași, but for the cultural, in24
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tellectual, even moral development
of Romania. Let’s not forget that Junimea meetings were held at the
Vasile Pogor and during these meetings social and aesthetic principles
were elaborated, while the literary
directions of the time were established. Therefore, capitalising on the
historical place where this society
was practically born and formed is a
duty that hardly requires any other
explanations. Returning to the initial

metaphor, to answer your question, imagine what amputating a limb
would mean to an organism. In my
opinion, this is what Iași would look
like without this museum.
Regio: What is the place that the Vasile Pogor House occupies among the
heritage monuments of Iași?

Marieta Afilipoaie: The Vasile
Pogor Museum is an architectural

Project: “Restauration of the Vasile Pogor Museum in Iaşi”
Total Budget: 6.52 million RON
ERDF: 5.54 million RON

INTERVIEW
testimony for the beginning of modernity in Romania. The neoclassical
museum building is a perfect illustration of the European architectural
styles that were used in the secular
civil architecture of the Romanian
Principalities, at that time still under Ottoman sovereignty. Iași is full
of monumental buildings belonging
to ecclesiastical architecture, however, there are few monumental
buildings that are the expression of
secular civil architecture. The value
of the building is exponentially increased by the fact that the objects
in the museum’s permanent collection were used by the most important
personalities of Romanian culture
(Mihai Eminescu, Ion Creangă, Titu Maiorescu, Ion Luca Caragiale,
Veronica Micle, Garabet Ibrăileanu, Duiliu Zamfirescu etc.). Slavici,
Caragiale, and Creangă, along with
Eminescu, strolled around the Vasile
Pogor Museum’s park. The personalities who marked the history of
modern Romania, Maiorescu, Alecsandri, Xenopol, Conta, Caragiale,
Eminescu, Slavici, Creangă and many
others used to meet at the “house
with lighted windows” in the heart
of the city of Iași. Back then, this house belonged to Vasile Pogor, one
of the founders of the famous “Junimea” literary society, and hosted
countless meetings of its members.
Over time, the Pogor House has fulfilled several roles: private residence
(the Pogor, Moruzzi, Brătianu families), military headquarters, premises
of some public institutions, and on
December 26, 1972, it became the
Vasile Pogor Museum within the
Museum Complex of Iași.

Brief history of the “Vasile Pogor” House in Iaşi
The house is the first private building in Iași with electric lighting. The
great boyar Ioniță Cerchez is the one who first built a house here in
1776. His son, Iancu, inherited the property and, in turn, bequeathed
it to his daughter Zoe, the wife of the nobleman Vasile Pogor. The
latter demolished the old building and built another in 1850. After the
death of the nobleman, in 1857, the houses were inherited by his son,
Vasile Pogor, three times mayor of Iași. The building functioned as the
headquarters of the “Junimea” Literary Society, established in Iași in
1863, at the initiative of some young people returning from studies
abroad.

Regio: What can a visitor admire at
the Vasile Pogor Museum?

Marieta Afilipoaie: The team of
the National Museum of Romanian
Literature in Iași has rethought the
permanent exhibition, which was
very old and focused on presenting
Romanian literature in general. Now,
September 2022
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re, being capitalised as they deserve.
But there are even more heritage
items in the Pogor House than they
used to be in the old exhibition, in
addition to many other spectacular
elements. So, we could say about
the “Vasile Pogor” House that it has
become, in its entirety, a kind of space of rarities.
Regio: What other news and surprises
do visitors have when they cross the
threshold of the new “Vasile Pogor”
Museum, after its opening in March
2022?

the museum is entirely dedicated to
Junimea, displaying documents and
including interactive rooms, a spectacular “reconstruction” of the Pogor
library, highlighting, in particular, the
famous hall where Junimea members met. The artist Andrei Cozlac
made an immersive video set up in
the hall, where the faces of Junimea
members are brought back to life all
around. Visually, it’s overwhelming.
You can see them, moving, “living”
and you can hear Eminescu, Alecsandri or Pogor. You are basically in
the middle of a Junimea session. The
museum is very modern, including
other multimedia elements. At the
same time relevant documents, original and spectacular furniture items
and many other heritage items with
historical value are exhibited.

Regio: At one point, a so-called Hall of
Rarities was arranged in the museum.
Does it still exist, after the rehabilitation?

Marieta Afilipoaie: The Hall
of Rarities no longer exists as you
knew it. It was considered that extremely valuable heritage objects,
such as Eminescu’s watch or ring,
Ion Creangă’s watch, must be central
elements of permanent exhibitions,
highly visible to the public. The premises of the National Museum of
Romanian Literature in Iași has moved into the House of Museums,
being part of the 5 new museums,
including the Museum of Romanian
Literature, much larger than before,
with a large permanent exhibition,
and most “rarities” are exhibited the-

Marieta Afilipoaie: Visitors will
be nicely surprised in the museum.
That immersive hall – The Junimii
Hall, where the visitors relive the atmosphere of the 19th century literary
society is very attractive to the public. And, as far as I know, it is unique
in Romania considering its proposes. In addition, visitors will find a
very beautiful original Titu Maiorescu furniture, a history, made through
the museum heritage, of the famous
residents of this house throughout time. A special room was arranged for
children who can find funny and relevant stories about the members of
Junimea through video-animations
activated by the visitors themselves.
They choose an object from those
available and, by placing it in a specific place, a video story related to that
object is triggered. There are many
other things that must be seen on the
spot, because it is difficult to describe what was meant to be visited, not
described.
Regio: What is the importance of
European funds for the rehabilitation
of this museum?

Marieta Afilipoaie: The nonreimbursable funds that the Iași
County Council received through the
Regional Operational Programme
2014-2020 contributed to reducing
the implementation period of the
investment project. If the project
26
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had been carried out only from public local funds, the implementation
would have been much longer, given
that the funds allocated from the
county budget for the rehabilitation
and consolidation of heritage monuments are almost non-existent.
Regio: What other future rehabilitation projects including EU funds are
envisaged in Iași?

Marieta Afilipoaie: The Iași
County Council implements projects
with European funds in several areas, most of them financed through
the Regional Operational Program
2014-2020. In the field of culture,
apart from the rehabilitation project of the “Vasile Pogor” Museum,
we have completed two other successful projects: the restoration of
the “Saint Hierarch Dosoftei Mitropolitul Iașului” Museum and the
consolidation, refurbishment and
attic-building of the historical monument building in V. Alecsandri str. no.
6 Iași, known as the “House of Museums”. We are now implementing the
project regarding to the restoration
of the “Nicolae Gane” Museum project in Iași.

Regio: What is the residents’ opinion
vafter visiting the newly rehabilitated
“Vasile Pogor” Museum?

Marieta Afilipoaie: The reactions are positive. The visitors filled

in the Museum’s guest book leaving positive messages, and many
very favourable reviews are written
on Google. The media also covered
the rehabilitated museum and the
reactions were generally extremely
good.
Regio: Which is the marketing plan
to attract more visitors at the “Vasile
Pogor” Museum?

Marieta Afilipoaie: First of all,
the National Museum of Romanian
Literature organises a lot of cultural events at its premises. Then, by
supported online campaigns on social media platforms, on YouTube, on
the websites of the National Museum of Romanian Literature Iași and
of the County Council. There are also two series of virtual tours, one for
adults and one for children, which
will be adapted to the new permanent exhibition. Also, there are
partnerships with travel agencies, as
well as a very good marketing campaign, with personalized souvenirs.
September 2022
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